
 HISTORY, CARE, AND HANDLING OF AMERICA'S
 SPACESUITS: PROBLEMS IN MODERN MATERIALS

 MARY T. BAKER AND ED MCMANUS

 ABSTRACT--Manned spaceflight was a pivotal
 achievement in U.S. history, and the spacesuits used

 are testimony to the interdisciplinary talents and tech-

 nological achievements involved in reaching this
 goal. Unfortunately, the materials in these suits are

 deteriorating rapidly, endangering our only records of

 some stages of the space race technology. Some
 materials are degrading due to poor manufacturing
 techniques made necessary by the push to "win the
 space race." Others are deteriorating due to condi-
 tions to which they were exposed by the National
 Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) test-
 ing and use. Present methods of display and storage
 of these artifacts are not sufficient to delay the
 degradation process and, in many cases, are accelerat-

 ing it. Treatment and storage decisions for these ob-

 jects are not simple, as the suits contain a variety of

 materials, including metals, synthetic and natural tex-

 tiles, synthetic and natural plastics, rubber and ad-
 hesives, as well as paints and varnishes; clearly, an
 interdisciplinary approach to their conservation is
 needed. The history of spacesuit care to date, results

 of preliminary testing, and some proposed storage and
 exhibit conditions for these materials are discussed.

 1. INTRODUCTION

 Air and space museums, unlike traditional
 museums, collect artifacts of relatively recent

 manufacture that are in many instances com-

 prised of modern materials.

 The origins of early spacesuits can be traced
 to high-altitude pressurized flying suits. Suit re-

 quirements for early Mercury astronauts were
 similar to those for high-flying military aircraft.

 Suits for the Gemini, Apollo, Skylab, and Space

 Shuttle programs are quite different, as they had

 to meet different mission requirements. Advan-

 ces in spacesuit design resulted from materials
 research and development as well as from ex-

 perience gained from previous suit design.
 Despite significant advances in materials en-
 gineering and processing since the dawn of the

 space age, there is much yet to be learned, espe-

 cially with regard to how such materials will
 age.
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 Fig. 1. Wiley Post's pressure suit, ca. 1934. As the
 world's first practical pressure suit, this was an impor-

 tant step on the road to space. Post wore this suit
 while setting a high-altitude, high-speed record in
 his plane, the Winnie Mae (March 1935).
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 Materials used in spacesuits and the ways in
 which they deteriorate are listed in table 1. Most

 of the deterioration processes are accelerated by

 high temperatures and poor temperature and
 humidity control.

 During the manufacturer's testing, certain

 neoprene/natural rubber blends exhibited
 oxidation and embrittlement. The cause was

 found to be impurities introduced in the
 processing of the blend. As time was too short

 to alter the process, certain stopgap measures
 were introduced to extend the life of the

 material to exceed the planned usage time. Un-

 fortunately, the oxidation delayed by these
 measures has appeared over the years and is
 causing irreparable damage to suit parts made

 from the blends, including gloves, boots, and

 linings. Other materials pose a threat to the rest

 of artifact, such as plasticized polyvinyl chloride

 (PVC) tubing, which is a main component of
 the liquid coolant "underwear." The plasticizer

 is migrating to the surface of the tubing and will

 migrate into any other plastic with which it has

 contact, causing possible oversoftening and
 deformation of that plastic.

 As these examples suggest, it cannot be as-
 sumed that "new objects" and "new" materials

 require a lesser degree of collections care than
 more traditional museum objects. At this time,

 we are possibly losing some historically sig-
 nificant space artifacts because of a casual ap-

 proach to moder materials and objects of
 recent manufacture. Apollo 11 spacesuits worn

 during the first lunar mission in 1969 compare

 in historic significance to the first successful

 powered aircraft, the Wright Flyer. How many

 significant spacesuits will survive the next 90
 years under existing exhibit and storage condi-
 tions?

 This paper addresses the history, care, and

 handling of America's spacesuits. It concludes
 with recommendations for storage and exhibit

 TABLE 1

 MATERIALS USED IN SPACESUITS

 Material Problems

 Natural rubber Oxidizes easily;
 (gloves, boots, linings crystallizes at low temperatures;
 ofjoints, fabric coating) becomes brittle and deforms

 Neoprene By-products of manufacture
 (mixed with or used accelerate aging of natural rubber
 instead of natural rubber)

 Nylon and Nomex Susceptible to yellowing;
 (fabric for suit layers) moisture sensitive (especially to

 humidity cycling); susceptible to

 mechanical damage by abrasion

 or folding

 Spun glass Susceptible to damage by
 (fabric for outer layers) abrasion or folding

 Nitrile rubber adhesives Oxidizes and becomes brittle;

 (for aluminized fabrics susceptible to damage by

 in outer layers) abrasion or folding

 Polyvinyl chloride Susceptible to yellowing;
 (Coolant tubing) releases plasticizers that

 attract dirt and may cause

 softening of other plastics

 Polyurethane rubber Oxidizes and becomes brittle;
 (foam pieces and Spandex may cause yellowing of other

 garments) materials

 of spacesuits developed by a cooperative project
 between the Smithsonian Institution's Conser-

 vation Analytical Laboratory and National Air

 and Space Museum (NASM) and based upon
 preliminary materials research and past ex-
 perience.

 2. A HISTORY OF SPACESUIT
 COLLECTING AND CARE

 The Smithsonian's National Air and Space
 Museum (NASM) owes its existence and its
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 development to Paul E. Garber. In the early
 part of this century, Garber had the wisdom to

 recognize important events in aviation history as

 they were occurring. He was present at Fort
 Meyer, Virginia, in 1908 when Orville Wright

 demonstrated the Wright Military Flyer. Gar-
 ber joined the Smithsonian Institution in 1920

 as a preparator. In 1927, while Charles
 Lindbergh was midway through his daring solo

 flight across the Atlantic Ocean, Garber was in

 the process of drafting a telegram to Paris, re-

 questing that Lindbergh donate the Spirit of
 Saint Louis to the Smithsonian Institution. Col-

 lecting modem materials and objects is, there-

 fore, not new, but understanding the care they

 require is more recent.

 The early treatment of space history artifacts

 at the National Air and Space Museum was a
 simple extension of practices developed for the

 handling of aircraft and related artifacts. Since

 then, attitudes and concepts related to the his-

 toric significance of various categories of
 spacesuits, their use and their care, have
 changed considerably. During NASM's early
 stages, objects were collected as they became
 available. Deliberate collecting plans for each
 curatorial department were not formulated until

 the late 1980s. Finding storage space for new

 acquisitions was usually a problem; the quality
 of the space, provided it could be found, was of

 secondary concern. Some objects were
 damaged by strenuous handling and adverse en-
 vironmental conditions.

 During the 1950s, the Smithsonian Institu-

 tion acquired a storage site in Suitland,
 Maryland, and constructed several metal storage

 buildings with the assistance of the Department

 of the Navy. Procedures for handling the col-

 lections were similar to standard warehousing
 practice. Objects were crated or boxed in
 acidic cardboard boxes, often without the

 benefit of packing or padding material, stapled

 shut, and stacked on metal shelves with boxes of
 similar dimensions.

 The storage facility in Suitland has grown
 considerably since the 1950s. It has been named

 the Paul E. Garber Preservation, Restoration
 and Storage Facility in recognition of Garber's
 pioneering efforts. A new storage and restora-

 tion facility to be located at Dulles International

 Airport has been proposed.

 On March 3, 1967, by agreement between
 the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-

 tion (NASA) and the National Air and Space
 Museum, the museum was given first refusal on

 space hardware and equipment that was retired

 from active service. Thereafter, spacesuits came
 into the collection a few at a time and at odd

 intervals. There was no collections policy and

 no preservation plans were developed for these

 new space age acquisitions. Many of the suits
 acquired by NASM were loaned to other
 museums and in some instances to NASA for

 exhibit in NASA visitor centers. A number of

 the suits placed on loan were sent directly from

 NASA to the borrowing institution or retained

 by NASA without registration, photography,
 and condition reporting at NASM.

 Between 1968 and 1976, as manned
 spaceflight programs increased, the museum ac-

 quired more spacesuits, and many of them were

 used as exhibit props. Backup suits and training

 suits were collected for spare parts. Some suits

 were supported with ill-fitting department store

 mannequins. Exhibit conditions, such as light

 levels, temperature, and relative humidity, were
 not regulated with the spacesuits in mind, and

 the length of time suits could be safely exhibited

 was not investigated. Suits were removed from

 exhibit when the bright white color of the outer

 layers of synthetic fabric turned dark yellow or

 became excessively dirty. In one instance, por-
 tions of a Mercury spacesuit losing the outer-

 most aluminum coating were spray-painted sil-
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 ver instead of staffs investigating the reason the

 aluminum layer was flaking. Some suits were
 used in demonstrations and considered expend-

 able. Suits actually worn on space missions-
 called "flown" suits-were considered more sig-
 nificant, and the distinction between flown suits

 and training suits resulted in a double standard
 for collections care. Actually, experimental, test,

 and training suits suits contributed as much to
 the success of each mission as the suits actually

 worn in space.

 Before 1975, spacesuits not on exhibit or
 loan were packed in boxes or suitcases and
 stored in a warehouse in Washington, D.C. In

 1975, they were relocated to the Garber
 Facility, where they were hung on hangers and

 placed in tall, cedar-lined cases. At that time,
 there were no storage buildings with museum-

 quality control at the Garber Facility. Many
 buildings were unheated.
 Several factors contributed to the lack of a

 preservation plan for spacesuits. First, aircraft
 restoration was, and remains, the primary treat-

 ment activity at the National Air and Space
 Museum. Restoration philosophy and tradition
 have had a strong influence on the handling and

 treatment of small object collections. When a

 small object required treatment, it was assigned

 to one of the restoration specialists. The res-

 toration process seemed to answer most collec-
 tions care requirements, and for that reason, it
 influenced attitudes about which collections

 management tasks were important and which
 were not. It was assumed, for example, that
 most objects would eventually be restored.
 There was, therefore, less concern for storage
 conditions.

 Moreover, spacesuits, while important, were

 a minor element in a very large undertaking.

 There was great pressure to open NASM ahead
 of schedule. The museum staff was small, espe-
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 Fig. 2. A project Mecury spacesuit that has been on
 exhibit since 1976. The exhibit techniques that are

 contributing to the spacesuit's deterioration include

 improper support, internal fluorescent lights at close

 proximity to the suit and uneven lighting.

 cially those whose responsibilities included col-
 lections care.

 Another factor that retarded the development

 of a preservation plan for spacesuits was the
 general attitude about things that are new. We
 take for granted objects of recent manufacture,

 objects we use routinely, and objects designed
 for rugged service. Spacesuits fit this class of

 objects. They are of recent manufacture and
 consist of seemingly indestructible modem
 materials such as Nomex, aluminized Kapton,
 and Teflon-coated silica fibers. They were
 designed to function in incredibly hostile en-
 vironments, to keep a person alive in Lunar
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 temperatures ranging from minus 250?C to plus

 120?C, for example. They had a high degree of
 puncture resistance as well. Quite naturally,
 suits designed to operate under such conditions
 and with zero tolerance for failure were con-
 sidered indestructible.

 A final factor affecting the early care and han-

 dling of spacesuits relates to NASA's perception

 of its own history. It is always difficult to write

 the history of an event as it occurs or to identify

 which objects will be historically important.
 On one shuttle mission, for example, a satellite

 malfunctioned after being released from the
 spacecraft. The astronauts discovered that a
 toggle switch located on the exterior of the
 satellite was in the "off' position. They con-
 structed a "flyswatter" out of spare parts on

 board their spacecraft, and after several attempts,

 swatted the switch to the "on" position. The
 satellite came to life, and the event
 demonstrated that manned missions could ac-

 complish tasks impossible with unmanned craft.

 But today, the location of the "flyswatter" is
 unknown. Likewise, much of the data that

 recorded the development and testing of the
 early spacesuits has been discarded or lost. In

 some instances, the spacesuits are the last surviv-

 ing remnant of that historic activity.

 3. PRESENT METHODS OF DISPLAY
 AND STORAGE

 Today, all spacesuits belonging to NASM are
 on loan to other agencies and museums, on
 exhibit at the museum, or in storage (see table
 2).

 There are several good reasons for loaning
 spacesuits to other museums. One is the
 Smithsonian's policy of making its collections
 available to the largest audience possible. In
 addition, from 1968 until 1982, collections
 storage availability and conditions at NASM

 were marginal. Even today, museum-quality

 TABLE 2

 NASM SPACE SUITS ON LOAN
 AND IN STORAGE

 Storage Loan
 31 Apollo spacesuits 55 Apollo spacesuits
 25 Gemini spacesuits 14 Gemini spacesuits
 5 Mercury spacesuits 11 Mercury spacesuits
 5 Manned orbital laboratory I Mark II
 4 Mark IV 2 Mark IV

 2Mark V 1 HEPA (Hazardous
 1 XT-3 Tiger Environmental Protection)
 1 RX-3 4 Litton
 1 RX-4

 1 USAF

 1 Litton hard suit

 Total: 77 Total: 88

 storage space for spacesuits is filled to capacity;

 there is, therefore, no available storage space for

 those suits already on loan. For many spacesuits,

 the loan program was, and is, very beneficial.

 Still, it is important that staff at borrowing

 institutions have proper guidance or oversight
 from lenders. They must be aware of the effects

 of light, UV radiation, and temperature. Ob-

 jects should not be exposed to direct sunlight or
 to lights at close quarters in exhibit cases. UV
 filtering plexiglass should be used in case con-

 struction and installed over fluorescent light
 tubes. Spacesuits should not remain in the same

 position for extended periods of time lest un-

 even exposure to light cause localized damage.

 Light levels should be monitored, and spacesuits

 should not remain lit when lighting is not
 needed. Environmental conditions should meet

 the requirements for spacesuit preservation and

 be monitored continuously.

 Staff need to remember that each spacesuit
 was "tailor made." The suits should not be

 worn by others and should be handled carefully
 during demonstrations. Commercial manne-

 quins are not appropriate supports for spacesuits.
 Some are constructed of acidic materials and
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 often they can rip lining materials. Spacesuits

 cannot be exhibited safely for extended periods
 of time. Loans need to be of limited duration

 and should not be automatically renewed.

 Regular condition reporting and photog-
 raphy are required to detect embrittlement of
 rubber elements and the slow gradual yellowing

 of a spacesuit. In the past, flaking aluminum on

 some Mercury spacesuits exposed the red ad-
 hesive substrate that was described by some as

 rust. Today the causes of such effects need to be

 investigated.

 Even spacesuits exhibited at NASM ex-
 perience these problems. The extensive use of
 glass and skylights in the museum building ex-

 poses artifacts to high levels of ultraviolet radia-

 tion, visible light, and infrared radiation. The

 artifacts still have no protection from ultraviolet

 radiation, other than the meager filtering effect

 of the glass in the sky lights. During the early

 years, there was no collections management
 department or conservator, and light levels were

 not monitored. The museum lighting policy
 issued by the exhibits department established

 light level limits for certain categories of objects

 but did not specify permissible exposure times.

 The outer shells of the spacesuits worn by
 Gemini IV astronauts Ed White and James Mc-

 Divitt were severely damaged by light and
 therefore retired to storage. Reproductions, of

 outer garments were prepared to replace the
 originals. An Apollo A7LB spacesuit, which was

 displayed in the Skylab exhibit, was damaged by

 light, water from a leaky skylight, and dirt. It
 too, had to be removed from exhibit.

 The large number of visitors presents another

 problem. Visitor safety was and is a critical con-
 cern. Revolving entry doors used initially to
 conserve energy and to maintain a stable interior
 environment were considered a safety hazard.

 They were replaced with a series of doors that

 open directly to the outside; there is no foyer.

 Dirt from gravel walkways, pollution from id-

 ling sightseeing buses, and insects now have
 greater accessibility to the collection. Tempera-

 ture and relative humidity fluctuate wildly, ac-

 cording to weather conditions and the number
 of visitors entering or leaving the building.
 Ironically, many important artifacts are ex-
 hibited at the major entry points: the Apollo 11

 capsule containing Michael Collins' suit, John

 Glenn's Friendship Seven Mercury capsule, and
 Gemini IV with the suits of White and Mc-

 Divitt.

 Finally, until a conservation department was
 established, conservation functions were shared

 among departments. Spacesuits placed on ex-
 hibit were not properly mounted. Environ-
 mental conditions were not monitored.

 Materials selected for exhibit construction did

 not necessarily meet conservation criteria. For

 example, cement dust was used to create a
 Lunar landscape in two exhibit cases. Among
 the items exhibited in the Lunar cases were

 Eugene Cernan's Apollo 17 Spacesuit and Apol-

 lo 11 spacesuits worn by astronauts Edwin
 Aldrin and Neil Armstrong. The cement dust,

 which was very alkaline (pH 11), had
 penetrated the weave of the spacesuits and was
 suspected of contributing to the flaking of the

 outer layers. For many years, this hazardous
 condition was not recognized.

 4. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
 STORAGE AND EXHIBITION

 At the present time, spacesuits that are not on
 loan or exhibit are stored at the Garber Facility,

 where a large environmentally controlled "Bally

 Box" (a large, walk-in refrigerator constructed
 by Bally Case and Cooler, Inc.) has been con-
 structed in one of the buildings. The relative

 humidity is maintained at 45% and the tempera-

 ture at 50?F. The parameters were established
 prior to any materials research and represent a
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 "best guess." These conditions are considered
 to be acceptable for the present; further research

 will enable NASM to determine optimal
 parameters. The suits are stored in large
 double-door metal storage cabinets. Each suit
 rests horizontally on a shelf within the cabinet.

 The suits are stuffed with an inert material, spun

 polyester, to maintain their shape.

 While these conditions represent a vast im-

 provement to the previous conditions, there are

 still problems. It is known that certain spacesuit
 materials become brittle with time, even at

 reduced temperatures and stable relative
 humidities. Therefore, proper support for ob-
 jects and minimal handling are very important.
 It is also known that other materials such as

 polyvinyl chloride will continue to degrade and

 to lose plasticizer, thereby contributing to the

 degradation of surrounding plastics.

 Specific recommendations include:
 1. Preventive Conservation. Museums that have

 spacesuits in their collections or loan
 spacesuits to other museums should require
 that exhibit conditions meet the standards for

 materials that are moderately sensitive to
 visible light, which is an accumulated lifetime
 of 60,000 to 180,000 footcandle hours. This

 is approximately two to four years of exhibit

 time at 10 footcandles. Relative humidity
 should be maintained at approximately 45%.
 Spacesuits should not be exposed to UV
 radiation. If these conditions cannot be

 maintained, a reproduction spacesuit should
 be substituted for the original. Original
 spacesuits should not be placed on permanent
 exhibit.

 2. Loan Policy. Spacesuits should be loaned for
 reasonable periods of time, between three to

 five years. Spacesuit loans should not be ex-

 tended beyond ten years. The loan agree-
 ment should identifyr the environmental re-
 quirements and the method of support and

 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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 Fig. 3. Gemini IV, after conservation. First ex-
 travehicular activity by astronauts Ed White and

 James McDivitt, June 1965.
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 Fig. 4. Apollo 11 spacesuits worn by astronauts
 Edwin Aldrin and Neil Armstrong. The exhibit case
 was initially lined with cement dust to simulate the
 Lunar surface.

 include the option to recall the loan if condi-
 tions cannot be met.

 3. Conservation Assessment. Conservation

 condition reports and photography should be

 prepared to document the existing condition
 of each suit.

 4. Supports. A spacesuit mannequin support
 system similar to the one discussed by textile

 conservators Ballard and Pledger (1989)
 should be required for each suit going on
 exhibit. The system consists of an inner
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 structure of aluminum tubes articulated at

 faceted nodules. Aluminum bands give addi-

 tional support and shape to the torso. This
 structure can be changed to achieve various

 postures. The aluminum framework supports

 segments of heavy gauge polyester screening

 covered with mattress padding and a tightly

 woven fabric that contribute form and sup-

 port to each suit. This system permits adjust-

 ments that ensure proper fit. It is also com-

 prised of inert materials.

 5. Research. We need to gather historic infor-

 mation about the design, construction, and

 testing of spacesuits. Time is of the essence
 because some of the companies that were
 involved with spacesuit research and
 development no longer exist, and the in-
 dividuals who conducted that research are

 growing older. Materials research is also im-

 portant to the understanding of the deteriora-

 tion process. This information will enable us

 to develop better exhibit and storage
 strategies.

 5. CONCLUSION

 One of the early objectives of this cooperative

 project between the Conservation Analytical
 Laboratory and the National Air and Space
 Museum was to explore inexpensive and practi-

 cal storage systems for space age artifacts.
 Resealable metal foil gas bags that could be in-

 flated with nitrogen is one option that was con-
 sidered. Initial research indicated that the

 degradation of certain organic materials would
 not cease in an oxygen-free environment.
 Oxygen scavengers are another alternative that

 might be explored. Further development of a
 practical spacesuit storage bag requires a better
 understanding of spacesuit deterioration.

 Companies that are presently involved in the

 manufacture of spacesuits have also expressed an
 interest in the research concerning the

 deterioration of historic spacesuit materials. This

 information may enable them to extend the
 functional service life of the current generation
 of suits.

 Research and experience, to date, indicate
 that, at the present time, historic spacesuits con-

 tain unstable materials and the best storage can

 only slow, not stop, their deterioration. But the

 greater threat is improper handling, poor exhibit

 conditions, and certain misconceptions about
 modemrn materials. These situations can be cor-

 rected.
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